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B
oth single layer graphene and bulk
graphite are semimetals with a low
density of states at the intrinsic Fermi

level, and relatively few metallic electron
carriers. Both show continuous featureless
(“gray”) electronic spectra across the visible
and IR. Generally speaking, in such “metallic”
systems without a HOMO�LUMO gap, the
molecular Born�Oppenheimer separation
of electronic and vibrational degrees of
freedom can be a poor approximation.1

One experimental consequence in graphene
is nonadiabatic vibronic (electron�phonon)
coupling of the 1580 cm�1 aromatic carbon
stretching G vibration to the continuum of
in-plane-polarized π electron optical transi-
tions. This interaction influences the G
mode Raman frequency, and creates a
10 cm�1 G phonon lifetime broadening
due to decay into isoenergetic metallic elec-
tron�hole pairs, as originally observed in
graphene Raman spectra by Ferrari and
co-workers.2 Graphene can be modestly
charged in gated field effect devices.3,4

Electron charging moves the Fermi level
up to a position of higher π* state density,
changes the π electron optical spectrum,
and thus modifies the vibronic coupling. At
a doping near 5.5� 1012 electrons/cm2, the
Fermi level shifts by 0.3 eV; this is accom-
panied by a ca. 10 cm�1 frequency upshift
and narrowing of the G band. Bulk graphite
intercalation compounds (GICs) can exhibit
far larger Fermi level shifts and electro-
n�phonon coupling due to charge transfer
onto the graphene sheets.5 In the extreme
case of the stage 1 alkali metal intercalated
graphites KC8, and RbC8, which have a
dense atomic metal layer between every
graphene layer, the Fermi level shifts are
1.35 eV and 1.6 eV correspondingly, with a
graphene-free electron density approach-
ing 5 � 1014 cm�2. This extreme electron
doping producesmajor changes in graphite

electronic and optical properties. The optical
spectrum shows aDrude-like optical plasma
edge and reflectivity dip; stage 1 alkalimetal
intercalated graphite appears gold to the
eye. The G band Raman spectrum shows an
asymmetric Breit�Wigner�Fano (BWF) line
shape downshifted to 1522 cm�1 with a
lifetime broadening of about 150 cm�1. In
nonadiabatic electronic structure theory,
the G Raman mode reversal from upshift to
downshift occurs near 10þ14 electrons/cm2

as the graphene lattice constant lengthens
at high antibonding π* electron density.6,7

One measure of this extreme electron�
phonon coupling in KC8 is the 311 cm�1

difference between the calculated adiabatic
and nonadiabatic G phonon frequencies;
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ABSTRACT We report the optical reflectivity and Raman scattering of few layer (L) graphene

exposed to K and Rb vapors. Samples many tens of layers thick show the reflectivity and Raman

spectra of the stage 1 bulk alkali intercalation compounds (GICs) KC8 and RbC8. However, these bulk

optical and Raman properties only begin to appear in samples more than about 15 graphene layers

thick. The 1 L to 4 L alkali exposed graphene Raman spectra are profoundly different than the

Breit�Wigner�Fano (BWF) spectra of the bulk stage 1 compounds. Samples less than 10 layers

thick show Drude-like plasma edge reflectivity dip in the visible; alkali exposed few layer graphenes

are significantly more transparent than intrinsic graphene. Simulations show the in-plane free

electron density is lower than in the bulk stage 1 GICs. In few layer graphenes, alkalis both

intercalate between layers and adsorb on the graphene surfaces. Charge transfer electrically dopes

the graphene sheets to densities near and above 10þ14 electrons/cm2. New intrinsic Raman modes

at 1128 and 1264 cm�1 are activated by in-plane graphene zone folding caused by strongly

interacting, locally crystalline alkali adlayers. The K Raman spectra are independent of thickness for

L = 1�4, indicating that charge transfer from adsorbed and intercalated K layers are similar. The

Raman G mode is downshifted and significantly broadened from intrinsic graphene. In contrast, the

Rb spectra vary strongly with L and show increased doping by intercalated alkali as L increases. Rb

adlayers appear to be disordered liquids, while intercalated layers are locally crystalline solids. A

significant intramolecular G mode electronic resonance Raman enhancement is observed in K

exposed graphene, as compared with intrinsic graphene.

KEYWORDS: graphene . alkali . reflectivity . K . Rb . contrast . Raman . intercalation .
doping . Drude . superlattice
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this difference is apparently the largest known for any
material.5 This strong coupling of the G mode is also
directly observed in ARPES photoemission studies.8,9

In this paper we explore how the nonadiabatic
electronic properties of alkali doped bulk graphite
develop in few layer thick intercalated graphenes, as
a function of the number of layers L, starting from a
single graphene layer with adsorbed alkali atoms. We
study both optical reflectivity and Raman scattering, as
they reveal different aspects of the electronic structure.
Note there are also recent Raman studies of intercala-
tion by FeCl3,

10,11 sulfuric acid,12 and bromine13,14 in
few-layer-thick graphenes.

RESULTS

Optical Reflectance. Optical reflectivity is a directmea-
sure of electronic response.15�17 As a model for simu-
lations, we use the known optical dielectric constants
of graphene and of the bulk alkali metal compounds
which are identical for KC8 and RbC8 and initially
assume them to be independent of sample thickness.
This approachworks well for the reflectivity of undoped
few layer graphenes as a function of thickness.18

From the dielectric constant we simulate themeasured
data: contrast (ω) = (Rgþs� Rs)/Rs and reflectance (ω) =
Rgþs/RM. Here, Rgþs is the reflected light from graphene
on substrate, Rs is the reflected light from a nearby spot
on the bare substrate, and RM is the reflected light from
a perfect mirror. In the limit of a thin film, contrast is
directly proportional to optical absorption via the
relation19

contrast (ω) ¼ Rgþ s � Rs
Rs

¼ 4
ns2 � 1

A

where ns is the quartz substrate index of refraction and
A is the thin film absorbance. We calculate reflectance
and contrast as a function of L using Fresnel interfer-
ence equations as described recently.14 Figure 1 shows
experimental and simulated small L contrast data
before graphene exposure to alkali vapor. As pre-
viously reported the simulations using the graphene
optical dielectric constant are close to the data in both
shape and magnitude. Small differences create a (1
layer uncertainty above approximately 10 L for use of
contrast to determine thickness.

The reported bulk stage 1 alkali metal intercalated
graphite dielectric constant in the visible and IR is well
fit by a Drude free carrier model with ε¥ = 8, dimen-
sionless plasma frequency ωp = 6.6, and mean carrier
lifetime τD = 19/ωp.

20 In this approximation, neglecting
the additional interband π to π* optical absorption
term,21 the alkali metal intercalated graphite dielectric
function ε(ω) = ε¥�ωp

2/(ω(ωþ i/τD)). Figure 2a shows
alkali metal intercalated graphite reflectance simula-
tions for thicknesses up to 500 L on quartz substrate.
The thicker L samples show a dip around 2.5 eV in the
blue, corresponding to the reflectivity minima at the

plasma frequency of bulk intercalated graphite. The
increase in reflectance at lower energies is the optical
response of the free electrons. Note that the Drude
plasma frequency is proportional to the square root
of the average volumedensity of free electronsmoving
in plane, in both alkali and graphene layers. In stage
2 bulk alkali metal intercalated compounds MC24, with
graphene bilayers between metal layers, the free elec-
trons initially in metal layers are diluted over a larger
volume, and the reflectivity dip drops to near 1.8 eV.21

Our measured “large L” spectrum observed after
graphene exposure to alkali metal vapor in Figure 2b is
close to our simulation for L = 100 or 500. This result
confirms that upon exposing our samples to alkali
metal vapor, we actually make stage 1 intercalated
graphite. Actually the plasma frequency in our sample
is slightly (0.1 eV) above the reported bulk frequency.
At energies above the plasma frequency, where the
Drude reflectance is very weak, the 100 and 500 L
simulations shows an oscillation pattern due to internal
reflection within the thin film. Under our experimental
conditions, we do not detect such an interference
pattern above 3.1 eV (under 400 nm). If the interband
π to π* dielectric termwere included, the extra absorp-
tion in this region would likely damp these oscillations.
Note that Figure 2a should apply to all alkali stage 1
GICs as the reported bulk optical dielectric constants
fits are very similar.

In Figure 3 the few-layer graphene contrast data
upon exposure to K and Rb vapors are significantly
weaker comparedwithundopedgraphenes in Figure 1.
The data show a Drude-type response with a pro-
nounced reflectivity dip near 510 nm (2.43 eV). Figure
4 compares the 16( 1 L K data with simulations based
upon both stage 1 and stage 2 bulk dielectric con-
stants. The data run significantly below the stage 1
simulation, and higher than stage 2. A 15% reduction in
the stage 1 plasma frequency fits the rising free
electron response in the red. This intermediate result
is generally valid for all L for both K and Rb. Figure 5
shows in greater detail the 2 L contrast data before and

Figure 1. Simulated and experimental contrast for pristine
graphene from 2 to 16 ( 1 L.
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after exposure to K vapor. The reflectivity dip has
shifted red from 510 nm at larger L to about 600 nm,
indicating a slight further lowering of the average free
electron density. The contrast on quartz substrates is so
weak that we could not optically locate single layer
graphene samples after exposure to alkali.

The data show increased contrast below 500 nm
compared with the stage 1 and stage 2 simulations,
apparently due to the missing interband contribution
in the simulation. In addition our simulation does not

correctly account for both adsorbed (top and bottom)
metallic monolayers. For example the 2 L sample has
one intercalated metal layer and two adsorbed metal

Figure 2. (a) Reflectance simulation for stage 1 alkali metal intercalated graphene as a function of L from 1 to 500 L. (b)
Experimental reflectance of “thick” potassium intercalated graphite flake.

Figure 3. (a) Experimental contrast for potassium-doped
graphene 2 to 16 ( 1 L; (b) experimental contrast for
rubidium-doped graphene 5 to 13 ( 1 L. The data are
composed of overlapping sections from different spectral
regions.

Figure 4. (Blue data) 16 ( 1 L potassium-doped graphene
contrast; (pink dotted line) stage 1 contrast simulation (ε¥ =
8, ωp = 6.6, τDωp = 19); (green dotted line) stage 2 contrast
simulation (ε¥ = 7, ωp = 4.2, τDωp = 22); (black dotted line)
15% reduced plasma frequency simulation from stage 1
(ε¥ = 8, ωp = 5.61, τDωp = 19).

Figure 5. (Blue data) 2 L potassium-doped graphene con-
trast; (red data) 2 L pristine graphene contrast; (pink dotted
line) stage 1 contrast simulation (ε¥ = 8,ωp = 6.6, τDωp = 19);
(green dotted line) stage 2 contrast simulation (ε¥ = 7,ωp =
4.2, τDωp = 22); (blackdotted line) 15% less plasma frequency
simulation from stage 1 (ε¥ = 8, ωp = 5.61, τDωp = 19).
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layers. The 2 L simulation film thickness is twice the
repeat distance of stage 1 KC8; this effectively incorpo-
rates one adsorbed layer only. Furthermore, there
could be adsorbed metal layers more than one mono-
layer thick, as the samples are exposed to excess alkali
during synthesis at high temperature. We calculated
the effect of a K metal adlayer of variable thickness on
top of the intercalated graphene small L sample by
modification of the Fresnel equations; this simulation
uses the dielectric constant of bulk K metal. In general,
if we assume a 5 nm thick metallic K layer on top of a
sample, then the simulated contrast of the combined
system is larger than that of the sample without the K
adlayer (result not shown). We observe a smaller
contrast than expected for stage 1 KC8 samples; this
result is not due to a Kmetal overlayer on stage 1. In our
samples we have a lower density of free electrons than
present in bulk stage 1.

The contrast measurements were performed with a
40�/0.6 N.A. microscope objective. The objective nu-
merical aperture influences Rayleigh contrastmeasure-
ments of graphene on a silicon substrate containing a
dielectric spacer.16 However, including these effects in
the simulation of previous contrast measurements of
graphene on quartz changed the results by ∼1%, and
different objectives yielded the same results experi-
mentally, so we assume only normal incidence here.
Furthermore, at the long wavelength limit of the
contrast measurements shown in Figure 1, converting
the contrast value to absorption yields an absorption
per layer of 2.3%, as expected.22

Figure 6 shows 12 L simulations for intrinsic gra-
phite, and for stage 3, stage 2, and stage 1 alkali metal
intercalated graphite, in the order of increasing free
electron density. Each sample contains 12 layers of
graphene; the total film thickness depends upon the
stage. The thickness is 12 repeat units of stage 1, 6 units
of stage 2, and 4 units of stage 3. The contrast
difference between stage 1 and stage 2 is pronounced
in the visible, and stage 2 is approaching transparency.
Our small L data are between stage 1 and 2, while the
thick sample in Figure 2 shows stage 1 reflectivity.

Raman Scattering. Before alkali exposure, the low L

graphene Raman spectra2 do not show a defect D
band, indicating their high initial quality. The D band
position in graphitic carbon is 1345 cm�1 for 514 nm
excitation. Figures 7 and 8 show our Raman spectra for
K exposed graphenes in theGmode spectra region. For
both alkalis at large Lwe observed a severely asymme-
trically broadened BWF line shape downshifted from
1580 cm�1 to about 1450 cm�1, in agreement with
literature Raman spectra for the bulk stage 1 GICs.23�26

In the modern KC8 literature, this downshift and ex-
treme broadening (ca. 150 cm�1) are attributed to
coupling between the continuum of metallic electro-
n�hole states and the discrete phonon G mode state
(E2g mode, in plane carbon�carbon stretching), in the

presence of high Drude π* free electron density and
Fermi level shift on the graphene sheets. This high

Figure 6. Simulated contrast of 12 L graphene: (black line)
12 L pristine graphene; (red line) 12 units of stage 1
graphene; (blue line) 6 units of stage 2 graphene; (green
line) 4 units of stage 3 graphene.

Figure 7. The Raman spectra of potassium exposed gra-
phene as a function of L.

Figure 8. The Raman spectra of 2 L potassium intercalated
and rubidium intercalated graphene compared to 2 L pris-
tine graphene, and to the bare substrate exposed to K.
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coupling is also directly observed in recent APRES
photoemission data.8,9 The asymmetric BWF line shape
equation is

l(ω) ¼
l0 1þ ω �ω0

qΓ

� �" #2

1þ ω �ω0

Γ

� �2
" #

Where 1/q is the coupling constant between conti-
nuum states and discrete state, and ωo is the central
frequency; γ is a measure of the broadening. Similar
BWF shapes are also observed in other metallic gra-
phitic carbon systems including the lower-frequency
G peak in metallic carbon nanotubes27,28 and the tangen-
tial G-band of alkali metal doped carbon nanotube.29

As L decreases the Raman spectra change pro-
foundly. For K the strongly asymmetric G peak narrows
and shifts upward to 1564 cm�1. The asymmetric G
peak figure is almost identical for 1�5 L graphene with
a fitted q value as �5 compared to �0.8 in bulk
graphite value,24 indicating less coupling between
discrete G phonon and continuum electronic band.
Two new Raman modes appear at 1134 and 1267 cm�1.
Most remarkably, this novel spectrum does not vary
significantly with thickness in the range L = 1�5. In
the neighborhood of ∼15 L the spectrum begins to
evolve toward the bulk spectrum. These K spectra
are very different than all of the higher stage bulk
K GIC Raman spectra. This difference proves that
K is intercalating between the layers in our low
L samples. If K were only adsorbed on graphene for
small L, then we would see narrow upshifted G band
spectra for those graphene sheets not in direct
contact with K layers, as observed in the higher stage
K bulk GIC Raman spectra.

The Raman peak near 950 cm�1 from the under-
lying Si substrate is observed when the laser is trans-
mitted through low L graphenes. Figure 8 compares
the alkali exposed and intrinsic graphene 2 L Raman
spectra; here the 950 cm�1 SiO2/Si substrate line is
normalized to serve as an internal intensity standard.
The K spectrum is significantly more intense than the
intrinsic graphene spectrum. A “control” Raman spec-
trum of a bare spot on the silica covered wafer shows
that strong continuum scattering is observed after bare
silica exposure to alkali. This continuum also appears in
the low L graphene spectra in Figures 7�9. In the low
L graphenes, there appears to be little continuum
directly generated by the doped graphenes in com-
parison with the substrate continuum. In the thick
bulk-like BWF spectra, however, there is little penetra-
tion of the laser through the sample to the substrate.
The bulk asymmetric BWF line shape is understood as
interferencebetweenan electronic continuumand thedis-
crete G phonon, both generated within the thick sample.

The Rb exposed Raman spectra in Figures 8 and 9
are different than both the bulk Rb intercalated spec-
trum, and the thin film K spectra. Moreover, the Rb
spectra change strongly in the range L = 1�4, in
contrast with the equivalent K spectra. For L = 1∼3
the two newmodes at 1128 and 1264 cm�1 are absent,
yet as thickness increases they grow in intensity and
are clearly observed at L = 4. For L = 1 the G mode is a
narrow symmetric peak at 1604 cm�1, almost 40 cm�1

above the position for K exposed L = 1. For Rb in the
range L = 2�4 the G peak broadens and shifts to lower
frequency, appearing at 1562 cm�1 for L = 4.

DISCUSSION

In both Raman and reflectance experiments the
incident optical beam is normal to the graphene
sample, with the optical electric field polarized in the
plane. The reflectance optical response is determined
by the in-plane dielectric constant; we have no direct
data on the out of plane dielectric constant as thick-
ness changes. Correspondingly, in our normal inci-
dence, backscattering Raman geometry we observe
only in-plane polarized Raman modes. Hexagonal
undoped graphene has only one allowed, in-plane polar-
ized Raman mode (the G mode) in our spectra region.
Our reflectance and Raman data for large L alkali-

exposed graphene samples agree with published data
for bulk stage 1 alkali intercalation compounds. As the
alkali-exposed graphene samples become thinner, we
observe a pronounced L dependence in the Raman
data, while the contrast data show decreased free
electron density that variesmore gradually with L. Both
contrast and Ramandata show thatmany tens of layers
are necessary before full stage 1 properties are observed.
The Raman and Reflectivity experiments measure

different aspects of the electronic response. Reflectivity
measures a volume average free electron density, and
has contributions from both π* electrons on graphene,

Figure 9. The Raman spectra of rubidium exposed graphene
as a function of L.
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and remaining free electrons in the alkali metallic
sheets. The averaged free electron density in the bulk
stages is primarily sensitive to the ratio between
graphene and K free electron layers in the sample. It
is less sensitive to whether the Fermi level is primarily
in the graphene or K metal sheets. In contrast, the in-
plane G Raman spectra and electron�phonon cou-
pling are controlled by the density of in plane free
electrons on graphene.30 This difference can be seen in
the stage 3 bulk alkali GICs: The reflectance shows an
averaged plasma frequency, while the G mode Raman
spectra has contributions from individual graphene
planes, one with high and one with low electron
doping from the K layers. In the bulk alkali GICs, the
strong downshift of the G mode from 1580 cm�1 has
been explained by the nonadiabatic effect of coupling
with π* electrons.5,6 The correlation between line width of
in-plane phonon mode to the electron phonon coupling
strength (phonon decay in electron�hole pairs) is strongly
positive.5 The large line width of the G mode is caused by
fast decay into metallic electron�hole pairs.
In field effect devices, single layer graphene is

capacitively charged with electrons by the gate poten-
tial. The strict hexagonal graphene Raman selection
rules are not altered by such charging. However in
alkali exposed small L graphenes with high in-plane
electron densities, we observe new Raman lines at
1134 and 1267 cm�1. Thesemodes are not the damage-
related D mode. They are intrinsic graphene modes
made Raman active by symmetry lowering due to
strongly coupled alkali adlayers. Such superlattice-in-
duced graphene Raman modes have been previously
observed in graphite�potassium�amalgam intercala-
tion compounds.31 Alkali adsorbed and intercalated
layers create a p(2 � 2) superlattice structure on
graphite.32 In the graphene Brillouin Zone, the M point
is zone-folded back to the Γ point, and thus both Γ and
M phonons will be Raman active. Superlattice zone
folding shows that our adsorbed and intercalated alkali
layers aremostly complete and locally crystalline in our
small L graphene samples. Hoire et al33 originally
calculated the Raman active phonon modes in MC8
compounds with zone folding, and made possible
graphene assignments for the two new modes at
1280 and 1370 cm�1. A modern nonadiabatic Raman
calculation5 with an expanded lattice structure would
likely give a closer agreement between experimental
and theoretical Raman values.
Charge transfer from K to graphene is stronger than

observed in more weakly adsorbed molecular species
such as Br2.

13,14 Substantial charge transfer creates a
strong ionic interaction between the alkali and gra-
phene layers, and effectively changes the electrostatic
potential seen by the graphene π electrons. In locally
crystalline Br2 adsorbed and intercalated acceptor
layers on few L graphenes, possible zone folding
modes are not observed.

The new Ramanmodes observed in the K data imply a
dense and locally crystalline K adlayer exists on 1 L and 2
L, and interacts strongly with the grapheneπ electrons. A
recent paper reports the 1 L Raman spectra as a function
of K coverage in a quartz cell very similar to ours:34 the
observed saturation K spectrum is essentially identical to
that in Figure 7. This supports the result that the K
adlayers are essentially complete for 1 L and 2 L. Yet we
do not observe the full BWF spectrum of bulk KC8, which
develops very slowly with increasing L. In addition, as
discussed above, throughout this entire range of L the
contrast data show that the volume density of free
electrons in the thin film is lower than that of bulk stage
1KC8. In theory

6 aGpeak at 1560cm�1 downshifted from
theuncharged1580 cm�1 value indicates that the freeπ*
density on graphene is above 10þ14 electrons/cm2, the
density must be below the nearly 5 � 10þ14 electrons/
cm2 value of bulk KC8. The 1 L Raman spectrum for K
shows charge transfer onto graphene from adsorbed
layers is important, but not as strong as in the bulk KC8.
The constant spectrum in the range 1�4 L suggests that
charge transfer from adsorbed K layers is about the same
as from intercalated layers
The K and Rb 1 L Raman spectra are very different.

The Rb spectrum does not show zone folding modes
and has an upshifted G band, implying less charge
transfer than with K. This result might suggest the only
a small fractional coverage of Rb on graphene. Yet, the
presence of the alkali-induced substrate continuum in
both K and Rb spectra is evidence that both samples
have been exposed to an excess of alkali. Instead, there
is apparently some major difference in the structure
of the adlayers. The Rb 1 L spectrum is very close to
the stage 2 bulk Rb Raman spectrum which shows a
G band of similar width at 1602 cm�1. While the
intercalated alkali layer in stage 1 Rb GIC is crystalline
p(2 � 2) at 23 C; in stage 2 the metallic Rb layer is a
disordered liquid at 23 C, with a lower alkali atom
planar density than in stage 1.35 If the Rb adlayers on 1
L graphene were a disordered liquid X-ray study of the
liquid and solid phases of the alkali metals in KC24 and
RbC24-intercalated graphite single crystals of lower
atom density in our experiment, and the K adlayers a
locally crystalline p(2� 2) solid, then this might explain
the difference in the 1 L Raman spectra. Disordered
liquid adlayers would not induce zone folding.
In comparison with the 1 L spectrum, the 4 L Rb

spectrum develops zone folding modes, and shows
greater charge transfer with a downshifted G band
from 1604 to 1560 cm�1. This observation suggested the
intercalated Rb layers in 4 L have a very different structure
than the adsorbed layers. The intercalated layers could be
closer to the crystalline p(2 � 2) layers of stage 1. More-
over, the ∼15 L Rb spectrum in Figure 9 appears to be a
sum of the 4 L spectrum and the BWF spectrum of the
thick Rb sample. This suggests we might interpret∼15 L
as having interior layers yielding a BWF spectrum, and
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surface layers yielding spectra like the 4 L spectra. For
reference, Fresnel calculations showthat about85%of the
Raman signal from bulk KC8 is generated as the laser
penetrates the first 100 layers; thus the broad bulk BWF
Raman spectrum is generated many tens of layers
deep in the bulk material.
It may be that bulk stage 1 GICs actually have different

Raman spectra generated in their top layers close to the
surface; this spectrumwould be buried under the intense
BWF spectrum coming from below. In this regard, the
new Ramanmodes at 1134 and 1267 cm�1 we see in the
4 L alkali spectra seem to be washed out by the intense
electronic continuumandbroadBWFGmode inour thick
n L spectra. In contrast, these new Raman modes are
observed in the bulk KHgC8 amalgam GIC Raman spec-
trumpreviouslymentioned. The net charge transfer from
metal to graphene is thought to be less in the bulk
crystalline amalgam compound than in KC8.

36

Both Rb and K form p(2 � 2) monolayers when
adsorbed on bulk graphite at low temperature,32 with
very little difference in calculated electronic or struc-
tural properties.37 Both show a calculated electron
transfer of about 0.1 electron per alkali atom, signifi-
cantly less than the values typically calculated for the
intercalated layers in the stage 1 GICs. Thus it seems
reasonable that adsorbed layers on graphene might
show less charge transfer than intercalated layers.
Overall, the Raman and contrast data indicate a slow

development of the full optical properties of bulk stage 1
GICs with increasing thickness. There may be several
factors at work here: First, in small L samples exposed to
vacuum, the dielectric stabilization of charge transfer
should not be as strong as in the high dielectric constant
environment that occurs deep in bulk KC8. Consistent
with this idea, adsorbed metals on bulk graphite seem to
show less charge transfer than intercalated layers deep in
stage 1 GICs. The repeat distance along the Z axis should
be longer if metal-to-graphene charge transfer is lower.
Thiswouldmakeour small L alkali samples actually thicker
than we assume in the simulations. A greater film thick-
ness could explain the lower free electron densities that
we observe in contrast data. Less interaction with the
graphenemay create a disordered equilibrium adlayer as
we have discussed for Rb.
Second, thedevelopmentof the full KC8delocalization,

along the perpendicular Z direction may be slow with
increasing L, even in the region where the intercalated
alkali is fully p(2� 2) crystalline. The π* band is localized
in the graphene plane and shows no dispersion along Z

in KC8. However, the Fermi level 1.35 eV above the Dirac

point lies partially in the interlayer isotropic bandon theK
metal.38 In this regard, note that the Z axis electrical
conductivity increases from 8.3/ohm-cm in intrinsic gra-
phite to 1.94 � 103/ohm-cm in KC8.

39,40 This increase
occurs despite the greater distance between graphene
planes in KC8; current flows through the dense K layers.
Recently Boeri et al23 have discussed the Z axis spatial
dispersion of the interlayer electronic density remaining
in the metallic layer, and Gruneis et al8 calculated a close
relative spacing of interlayer and π* bands at the γ point
in KC8. Nevertheless, a quantitative understanding of the
KC8 Fermi level structure, and its development with
thickness, require further theoretical work.
In Figure 8 the K 2 L spectrum shows a strong G

intensity enhancementwith respect tographene, despite
the fact that the K 2 L contrast (and absorbance)
at the laser frequency is less than that of intrinsic 2 L
graphene. We assign this enhancement to “intra-
molecular” graphene electronic resonance Raman
enhancement, which has previously been observed
and recognized in bulk GICs when the laser wavelength
is near the π�π* interband optical gap created by
doping.41�43 There should be no significant
electromagnetic field enhancement for few layer
graphenes.14 Note that the G mode Raman downshift
and intensity enhancement, and the zone folding
activation of new graphene modes, are all larger for K
than Rb. This suggests that the π�π* interband
optical gap, caused by charge transfer onto gra-
phene, is larger for K and thus closer to resonance
with the 514 nm laser. Yet the contrast reflectivity
data are similar for Rb and K few layer samples, again
indicating that reflectivity does not directly measure
charge transfer.
In conclusion, few layer thick graphenes with inter-

calated and adsorbed K and Rb layers show a lower free
electron density than the corresponding bulk interca-
lated stage 1 GICs. The Raman spectra indicate less metal
to graphene charge transfer than observed for interca-
lated metals in the bulk GICs, yet new graphene Raman
modes are activated by this interaction. Previous
nonadiabatic electronic structure Raman theory calcula-
tions suggest that few-layer-thick graphenes show free
electron densities in the range 5 � 10þ13 to 5 � 10þ14

electrons/cm2 for 4 L and thinner samples; Rb-exposed
samples show less charge transfer than K-exposed
samples. A BWF Raman spectrum from intercalated
interior layers develops as sample thickness increases.
Samples ∼15 L thick appear to show a superposition
of different surface and interior graphene Raman spectra.

METHODS
Single and few layer graphene pieces were deposited by

transparent-tapemechanical exfoliation in air onto p-type Si wafer
chips with 300 nm thick SiO2 for Raman measurement and on
quartz substrates for reflectivity measurement. The pristine

graphene samples were characterized by Raman (on wafers) or
contrast (on quartz) to determine the number of layers in each
piece for each measurement. Thicknesses determined from con-
trast measurements on quartz have an uncertainty of (1 layer.
Above five layers, the thickness in Ramanmeasurements onwafers
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is more uncertain. Samples about 15 layers thick have a blue color
to the eye in the optical microscope; samples we label “thick”, with
many tens of layers, have a yellow color. Alkali metal exposure was
performed in an airtight sealed pyrex or quartz cell initially
evacuated to about 2� 10�5 Torr. Alkali metal was initially cleaned
with heptanes and handled under inert argon gas. Cells containing
alkali and graphenes samples, both on quartz and on wafers, were
heated 5 min at 210 �C for potassium intercalation, and 160 �C for
the rubidium intercalation. The calculated alkali pressures at the
intercalation temperatures are ca. 3 Torr for Rb and 400 Torr for K.
The alkali-exposed graphenes were subsequently characterized at
room temperature 23 �C in the cell. The cell contained excess alkali
metal which effectively eliminates any remaining oxygen and/or
water vapor. Raman measurements were performed in the cell
using a backscattering geometry. The spot size of the 514.5 nm
wavelength beamwas∼1 μm2 focused using a 40� objective, and
the spectral resolution was about 8 cm�1.42 For contrast and
reflection measurements,43 light from an Oriel quartz tungsten
halogen lamp passed through a 100 μm pinhole and was colli-
mated by a f = 300 mm achromatic lens doublet. An iris was cut
down the diameter of the white light beam to about 2mm, which
was then focused to a 2 μmdiameter spot by themicroscope. The
microscope objective and the spectrometer were the same as
for the Ramanmeasurements.Weobtained a useful spectral range
from about 400 to 850 nm, and we used a holmium perchlorate
standard placed in the beam after the microscope to calibrate
the spectrum. To avoid intercalate desorption effects associated
with laser heating, all the spectra was obtained at the laser
intensity of 2 mW for Raman measurement. The spectrum of
all the samples we investigated did not change for several hours
with 2 mW laser heating without moving the spot. For contrast,
white light exposure did not induce any change in optical
spectrum for several hours.
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